QUILT TOP
Cut the steam-a-seam larger than desired finished card (6”x8”) as a

CONSTRUCTION TIPS

suggestion and remove the side without the grid.

There are many versions of this craft. You may find another method

Arrange fabric scraps on the sticky side in an interesting pattern.

that suits you best. Experiment and enjoy.

or

I found that by fusing my fabrics to a double sided fusible made it

Place a single piece of fabric, or a template design or pattern.

easier for the arranging and permanency of securing the fabrics to a
card.

(try not to let scraps overlap but cover the entire surface)

So, I fused first and placed templates second for an easier process.

Heat press fabric to double sided fusible for at least 45 seconds

Most machines will be able to handle sewing through paper and

using the teflon sheet to prevent glue from sticking to iron.
Let fabric and fusible cool and then peel off fabric.
Cut fabric into interesting shapes and / or design and
arrange on an index card or card stock.
Heat fuse fabric design to index card.
Embroider stitches of an interesting design to fabric covered
index card.
You might want to place a smaller index card onto a larger
colored piece of card stock and embroider this as well if you choose.
Cut Peltex to 4”x6” and sandwich this between the fabric fused index
card “quilted” top and 4” x6” tone on tone piece of fabric.
Fuse the sandwich.
Zig Zag stitch the edges of the sandwich.
Write a Post Card imprint to the tone on tone fabric side.

handling the thickness of a Peltex sandwich. But this is why I also
suggest a Top Stitch needle. It has a larger eye and can accommodate
various embroidery, thicker or older threads.

IMPORTANT
These cards have to be HAND CANCELLED. You cannot place these
in the mailbox if you intend to send as they are.
So you can do one of two things:
1. Take to the USPS window to be hand cancelled for which there will
be a nominal fee besides the USPS post card fee. However, you can
place it in a cellophane envelope for posting.
2. Place the card in a paper envelope. Remembering that the weight of
the card will most likely require additional postage and still needs to be
sent from your local post office.

You’re
Invited!

You will be protecting your art work if placed in a paper envelope and
insure that it will arrive intact.

THE NUBIAN MERMAID
QUILTED POST CARDS
Supply List
1..Fabric scraps
2. A light colored tone on tone fat quarter
3. Index cards 3”x5” or 4”x6”
4. Colorful card stock
5. Colorful embroidery threads

Brenda R. Harris

6. Teflon pressing sheet
7. Peltex 72F Ultra Firm Double sided fusible

anubianbutterfly@gmail.com

8. Steam-a-Seam or EZ Steam II EZ2L5S

(917) 846-1772

double sided fusible web
9. Fine point black marker
*********
Additional Basic Sewing Accessories
Sewing machine
Top Stitch Needles
Glue Stick
Serrated Scissors
Rotary Cutter, Seam Ripper
Iron and Cutting Mat

